
Program Answering Device

Your desktop PAD is energetically enhanced with a built in magnetic field and copper 
windings to remove any extraneous interference.

The desktop PAD, as the name implies, is a convenient way of keeping a pendulum divining 
system close to your work station for assistance from your source of higher intelligence.
The inside circle is divided into an upper and lower half. The upper half is for positive and 
negative or YES and NO values. The lower half is for numerical values and percentages. The 
outer ring is for extended numbers such as day of month. The circled letters in the lower half 

are to give guidance when the pendulum is not providing a clear answer. The hole in the center is designed to support 
our wood and gold pendulum but will hold many of the pointed tip pendulums. Any pendulum can be used and when 
kept on the PAD will provide a clear field for storage. 

WORKING WITH THE PAD

If you presently work with a pendulum, take a moment and let your Higher Self  (HS) know that you are not changing
any program that you presently use, but are adding an additional program. This will eliminate any future confusion.
  
Start by holding the bobble at the end of the chain, or the chain itself, with the thumb and index finger. With the hand 
and wrist relaxed, index finger pointed downward toward the PAD, position the pendulum tip over the center hole. 
The hand you use is not important but most start with the dominant. Some prefer to rest the elbow on table. Gently 
begin to swing the pendulum front to back in the NEUTRAL position. This will be your neutral, or starting position 
for all questions. 

PROGRAMMING THE PROGRAM

Begin by gently moving the pendulum in your neutral swing and ask your HS to please, demonstrate a YES response.
Remember, you are only concerned with the upper half of the swing. The pendulum should begin to swing in the 
direction of the YES. Then, return to your neutral swing and ask to, “please, demonstrate a NO response”. The 
pendulum should respond accordingly, if not, then with gentle intention swing the pendulum in the appropriate 
direction.

This is a programming process, since not all individuals have a natural ability to make an immediate connection with 
a pendulum a little training and understanding will enable you to have this ability. 

REMEMBER: You are both transmitting and receiving through the same nervous system.
 You are providing some movement the HS is providing the direction of that movement. 

Training the body to make these movements is a brief and simple process to allow the HS to easily provide answers 
to the questions. After this programming you will be able to tell whether you are directing the pendulum or allowing 
the HS to direct the pendulum. After a short time of practice your pendulum will take on a natural feel, as if it is 
floating at the end of the chain or thread.

After practicing the YES and NO responses start asking questions with a known answer. Example: Is my name Mary?
Is my name John?  Is it raining outside my house? Notice, that it specifies the location of the rain, as it is always 
raining somewhere on the planet. Remember to always be specific with your questioning. Don’t just ask if you 
should purchase this gizmo, but make further inquiries. Will this gizmo meet my needs? Will I be happy with this 
gizmo a month from now? Can I afford this gizmo? Will I be able to find a better gizmo? 

Poor and incomplete questions produce poor and incomplete answers.



Now, putting your attention on the lower part of the swing, start with your neutral swing and practice numbers and 
percentages in the same manner as above. 

The lower half of the circle can be used for making comparisons on a scale of one to ten, checking the percentages of 
function or value.
 
Suggestions for obtaining your best answers.

Relax: Close your eyes for a minute, quiet your body and mind. Ask your Higher Self for guidance. 

Permission: Ask the questions, “May I? Can I?  Should I?”  Meaning MAY I be involved and do I have permission 
to proceed with this inquiry; do I have the ABILITY to successfully obtain these answers; and SHOULD I become 
involved in this inquiry. Ask the three questions as one and if you receive a positive response then proceed with your 
questioning. If the answer is NO then ask individually. For example, you may just need the permission of an involved
party.

Prepare questions: Phrase questions carefully, as the answers may have very literal interpretations. Questions 
involving future events can be less reliable, as many unforeseen variables can affect the outcome. TIP: Referencing 
future events with multiple questions can make the predictions more reliable. 

Asking Questions: When asking questions and receiving answers, focus on one question at a time. Allowing the 
mind to wander or become distracted will reduce the accuracy of your answers. TIP: Direct your question at the 
pendulum as if you are talking to a person in front of you and then look and listen for a response. This helps you 
focus and keeps you from subjectively influencing the answer. If the question involves a strong desire or emotional 
involvement and you sense yourself mentally willing your answer, or you feel a pushing sensation in the pendulum 
hand, then you should stop, and ask the question later when you are more relaxed and centered.
TIP: If you are receiving a weak YES to a question you are probably going in the right direction but may need to 
inquire further to obtain a stronger YES. For example: Is there a better time to do this? Will I be able to find one that 
better suits my needs?

The degree of value, such as foods or supplements, can be determined by using the plus 1 through 10 and minus 1 
through 10 numbers on the upper border.

Unclear Answers: As you continue to work with the pendulum you will become sensitive to the pendulum’s subtleties
such as lack of response or sense some confusion. You may then ask for additional guidance using the circled letters 
in lower half.
 
I – Incomplete or unclear question

A – Additional information available 

C – Change question --- ask May I, Can I, Should I?

N – Not available at this time

You are now developing a simple but effective language with your inner being or true self that can provide valuable 
guidance in the future. You may also notice a natural increase of you intuitive senses as you continue to practice. 
Regular practice is very important because it will help develop confidence when receiving the correct answers.  
Remember your Higher Self is a guide for your highest good, so honor, respect and give gratitude for this connection.

Use your pendulum to confirm and expand the information of your rational mind.
Carry a pendulum with you so, when you need guidance from a higher source, you can visualize the PAD pattern in 
the palm of your hand and receive your answers wherever you may roam.


